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LEGAL CERTAINTY AND FINANCIAL
MARKETS INTEGRATION: THE

MILA CASE

THE

Mauricio Baquero-Herrera*

Integrated Latin-American Market (MILA) is the first private

transnational financial markets integration initiative in Latin
America. It is composed by the Colombian, Chilean, and Peruvian stock exchanges. This integration has been achieved without a
merger or the need for a corporate global integration of the stock exchanges.' It has been possible because of the use of technological means,
the adaptation and minimum harmonization of regulation on capital markets trading, clearing, and settlement, and the custody of securities. 2 Although MILA is a gradual single model of integration only for trading in
shares, it is an interesting case study as it is the first bottom-up model of
private financial markets integration in the region. 3 As with any other
model of financial integration, MILA raises important issues related to
the legal certainty of securities holdings in cross-border operations.
These issues mainly focus on the question of whether securities traded
cross-border actually belong to those in whose names they are held. In
Europe, the Giovannini and Legal Certainty Groups have considered this
matter as one of the main legal barriers to financial integration. 4 This
article explains the process towards the implementation of MILA and its
main legal certainty challenge.

Baquero-Herrera is the Director of the Commercial Law Department at
Andres Bello University, Chile; Director of the Observatory of Banking and Financial Law at Externado de Colombia University; and Lecturer in Commercial
Law at Adolfo Ibafiez University and Universidad of Talca, Chile. He can be contacted at prof.mauriciobaquero@gmail.com.
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1. MILA MERCADO INTEGRADO LATINOAMERICANO,

About Us, http://www.mer-

cadomila.com/QuienesSomos (last visited Nov. 4, 2013).
2. Id.
3. Id.
4. See The Giovannini Group, Cross-border Clearing and Settlement Arrangements
in the European Union (Nov. 2001), available at http://ec.europa.eu/economy-finance/publications/publicationl950 en.pdf; see also European Commission for Financial Services Policy and Financial Markets, EU Clearing and Settlement Legal
Certainty Group Advice, available at http://ec.europa.eu/internalmarket/financial-markets/docs/certainty/advice-final-en.pdf.
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THE PROCESS TOWARDS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
INTEGRATED LATIN AMERICAN MARKET (MILA)
Integration of the stock exchanges in the world is the result of diverse
causes,5 and is a very complex process that includes different institutions. 6
MILA is an integration "forced" by competition. As shown in Graphic 1,
by December 2009, the stock exchanges in Brazil and Mexico were the
largest in the region, measured by number of issuers, market capitalization, and amount of stock negotiated. 7 This comparison also shows the
measure of BOVESPA, the Brazilian stock market. It is indeed the largest stock market in Latin America.8
I.

5. See, e.g.,

CARMINE Di NOIA, WHARTON FIN. INST. CTR., COMPETITION AND IN-E
STOCK ExcjIANGES IN Euaoirn: NE TWORK EiFF-crs, IMruIcrr
M-RGERs AND REMOTE Acciss (1998), available at http://knowledge.wharton.
GRATION AMONG

upenn.edu/papers/5.pdf; James McAndrews & Chris Stefanadis, The Consolidation
of European Stock Exchanges, Fiao. Ries. BANK oi NY, 8 CURRENT ISSUES IN
ECONOMICS AN!) FINANCE, no. 6, June 2002, at 1-6 available at http://www.newy-

orkfed.org/research/current-issues/ci8-6/ci8-6.html; loannis Kokkoris & Rodrigo
Olivares-Caminal, Some Issues on Cross-BorderStock Exchange Mergers, 29 U.
PA. J. INT'L L. 455 (2007), available at https://www.law.upenn.edu/journals/jil/articles/volume29/issue2/KokkorisOlivares-caminal29U.Pa.J.Int'lL.455(2007).pdf;
loannis Kokkoris & Rodrigo Olivares-Caminal, Lessons from the Recent Stock Exchange Merger Activity, 4, J. OF COMPEITnON L. & ECON. 837-869 (2008), available at http://jcle.oxfordjournals.org/content/4/3/837.full.pdf+html.
6. Stock exchanges are mainly trading platforms linked to institutions that make possible the payment, clearing, and settlement processes. Stock exchanges are also
called Financial Markets Infrastructures (FMI).
MENTS & Int'l Org. of Secs. Comm'ns, PRINCIruS

See BANK FOR INT'L SEri-I-E
I-OR FINANCIAL MARKET

IN-

FRASTRUCTUREs 5 (2012), available at http://www.bis.org/publ/cpsslOla.pdf
[hereinafter BANK FOR INT'L SErruDM1EN -s]. In MILA's case, because integration
Phase 1 only involves trading of equities, in addition to stock exchanges it also

requires Central Securities Depositories' participation. These institutions are

DECEVAL-Colombia, DCV-Chile, and CAVALI-Peru. See BOLSA DE VALORES

DE COLOMBIA (BVC), http://www.bvc.com.co/pps/tibco/portalbvc (last visited Sep.
12,2013); BoLSA DE COMERCIO DE SANTIAGO (BVS), http://www.bolsadesantiago.
com/index.aspx (last visited Sep. 12, 2013); BOISA DE VALORES DE LIMA (BVL),

http://www.bvi.com.pe/ (last visited Sep. 12, 2013).
7. Alberto Velandia, Legal VP of the Colombia Stock Exch., Presentation at Externado de Colombia University (August 2010), available at http://jungleboxsolutions.com/mila/files/marcolegal/colombia/12scb-20100729-v4-2.pdf.
8. Stock exchanges in the region believe that BOVESPA is a tremendously strong
competitor able to take over any of them at any given time. Openly, Mr. Velandia
(Legal VP of the Colombia Stock Exchange at the time) accepted that the risk of
being taken over was an important driver that finally led to MILA's agreement.
See CME Group Strategic Partnershipwith BM&FBOVESPA, CME GRP. (Sept.
11, 2012), http://www.cmegroup.com/international/partnership-resources/
bmfbovespa-resources.html.
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Graphic 1: size of main stock markets in the region by number of issuers, market
capitalization, and amounts negotiated at December 2009.9

At the same time, when comparing shares negotiated in each country,
complementarity becomes evident: each stock exchange has a different
sectorial composition. In Colombia, stock traded in Bolsa de Valores de
Colombia (BVC) is composed of industrial enterprises and banking, insurance, and financial institutions, while in Peru, Bolsa de Valores de
Lima (BVL) trades mainly in mining and utilities companies.10 In Chile,
shares listed in Bolsa de Comercio de Santiago (BCS) are mostly of services, banking, and commodity extraction companies." This means that
if integrated, "investors can access a much wider menu [of stock], which
may maximize the return on their portfolios thanks to diversification."12
As shown in Graphic 2, the integration of the stocks resulted in greater
convenience in terms of complementarity as well as size. MILA became
the largest in the region in terms of issuers, the second in market capitalization, and the third in value of stock negotiated. These two drives-size
and complementarity-will force more integration in the future.13

9. Velandia, supra, note 7.
10. This information is based on the list provided by the Peruvian Stock Exchange
available in Spanish at its web page. Mercado Integrado Latinoamericano,Boi-SA
DE VALORES DE LIMA, http://www.bvl.com.pe/mila/ (last visited Nov. 5, 2013).
11. Id.
12. Sergio Clavijo et. al., Market Integrationin the Andean Region, ANIF-DECEVAL,
Aug. 13, 2010, at 3, available at http://www.deceval.com.co/portal/page/portall
Home/GestionCorporativa/Enfoque/2010/Enfoque46-10.pdf.
13. In February 2013, Bolsa Mexicana de Valores SAB de CV (BMV) and Bolsa de
Valores de Lima SA (BVL) signed an Agreement of Intent as a basis for a strategic partnership that seeks to develop and strengthen their markets. It is believed
that by 2014, the Mexican Stock Exchange will join MILA. Press Release, BVL,
Mexican Stock Exchange and the Lima Stock Exchange Sign Strategic Agreement
(Feb. 28, 2013), available at http://www.blogbvl.com/articulos/117/.
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Graphic 2: stock markets in the region by number of issuers, market capitalization, and
total value of stock negotiated if MILA started in December 2009.14

In September 2009, the stock exchanges of Lima,' 5 Santiago,16 and Colombia 17 and their related Central Securities Depositories18 (CSDs)
signed an Agreement of Intent to conduct a feasibility study and to define
a single model of integration of equity markets.' 9 After considering all
requirements involved in the process of a full integration, in particular
the technicalities required, in June 2010 the stocks exchanges and central
securities depositories agreed to structure the project in two phases, signing the Implementation Agreement Phase 1 (IA-P1) and continue with
the feasibility study of Phase 2 (IA-P2). 20
According to IA-Pi, integration will be achieved through intermediated routing of orders while local exchanges will remain separate legal
entities that function and operate independently. 21 Routing allows buyers to send trade orders between Peruvian, Chilean, and Colombian integrated stock markets. 22 Under the traditional "brokered" system, a
Peruvian citizen buying Colombian or Chilean shares must go to a local
broker who mediates through a foreign broker (Chilean or Colombian,
accordingly), and his order arrives in the foreign market. 23 Under MILA,
the order given by the Peruvian broker goes directly to the foreign trading platform and the trading, clearing, and settlement of each transaction
remains the responsibility of the foreign broker. 24 Foreign intermediaries
14. Velandia, supra, note 7.
15. BOLSA DE VAI ORES DE LIMA, http://www.bvl.com.pe/ (last visited Sep. 12, 2013).
16. BOLSA DE COMERCIO DE SANTIAGO, http://www.bolsadesantiago.com/index.aspx
(last visited Sep. 12, 2013).
17. BOLSA DE VALORES DE COLOMBIA, http://www.bvc.com.co/pps/tibco/portalbvc
(last visited Sep. 12, 2013).
18. BANK OF INT'L SETTLEMENTS, supra note 6, at 8.
19. Magaly Martfnez Matto, Dir. of Legal Affairs and Institutional Relations of Cavali
SA ICLV, Presentation at the ACSDA Lawyers Workshop: Cross-Border Links
Legal Challenges (Aug. 2011), available at http://www.acsda.org/images/Docs/
workshops/EN/MondayLegal-challenges-in-cross-border-links-MILA-MonicaVergara.PPT.
20. Id. at 4.
21. See The Benefits of MILA: Three Latin American Stock Exchanges Unite, TIL
WHARTON SCH.I OF THE UNIV. OF PENN. (Nov. 17, 2010), http://www.wharton.
universia.net/index.cfm?fa=viewArticle&id=1979&language=english.
22. See Most Frequent Questions, BoLSA DE VALORES DF LIMA, http://www.bvl.com.
pe/mila/preguntas frecuentes.pdf (last visited Nov. 5, 2013).
23. Id.
24. Id.
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will access the local market through technological mechanisms developed
by the local stock exchange in cooperation with the central securities de-

pository (CSD).

25

During IA-P1, MILA will only be a spot secondary market for equity
in which shares will be traded through local exchanges. 26 Thus, foreign
issuers and shares 27 will be recognized by MILA members to enable their
local supply. All securities should be registered in public registers 2 8 and
listed in each stock exchange according to the rules of each country.
They can be offered locally in the three stock exchanges. Intermediaries
are required to incorporate in their country of origin and be members of
the local stock exchanges and CSD as well as be regulated and supervised
by local authorities. 29 Relevant information related to issuers and securities offered should be simultaneously available to all MILA members.
Local tax treatment of transactions is maintained by each country.30 To
invest through MILA, registered brokers in each member country must
be contacted, as they have access to the common trading platform for
buying and selling stocks, allowing the movement of proposals from one
trading system to another under the conditions set forth in the agreements and contracts established by the stock exchanges. 3 1 Correspondent
agreements are also required between the intermediaries. 32 "The clearing and settlement of transactions in each of the markets will be in accordance with the rules of the market where securities are traded and will be
done in local currency. The local broker is responsible for the settlement
of transactions of its correspondent foreign brokers."33 Payment will be
"channeled by each intermediary through their commercial banks." 34
Settlement of securities will be held in the omnibus accounts held by each
local CSD. 3 5 In sum, IA-P1 only facilitates technological access to the
local market for foreign intermediaries as shown in Graph 3.
25. Marcela Seraylan, La Integracidn de Mercados y Depositarios Centrales: Experiencia del MILA, in ESTUDIo SOBRE LOs SISTEMAS DE REGISTRO, COMPENSACION
v LIQUIDACION DE VALORES EN IBEROAMIRICA, 217 (2012), available at http://

www.iimv.org/EstudioRCyL/CAPITULO %207.pdf.
26. BOLSA DE VALORES DF LIMA, supra note 22, at 3.

27. During IA-P1, MILA will only be a market for shares although there are different
kinds of securities available in each MILA member market. In this paper, when
the expression "securities" is used it only means "shares and equity" when related
to IA-P1. IA-P2 will allow trading in other securities species such as bonds, commercial papers, treasuries, derivatives, and so on.
28. Regulation of financial markets in each MILA countries requires the public supervisory authority to run a public register for issuers, securities, and intermediaries.
In Colombia, it is called SIMEV. SIMEV, http://www.superfinanciera.gov.co/ (last
visited Nov. 6, 2013).
29. BOLSA DE VALORES DE LIMA, supra note 22, at 3-4.
30. Dep6sito Central de Valores (DCV) Presentation, Integraci6n del Mercado de
Renta Variable (Oct. 2010), available at http://jungleboxsolutions.com/mila/files/
publicaciones/4presentacion-a-corredores.pdf [hereinafter DCV].

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
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Graphic 3: MILA's operational model according to IA-P1, June 201036

As for public regulation and supervision, MILA's Phase 1 did not demand changing the independence and regulatory autonomy of each one
of the local authorities.3 7 It was an important strategy at the time, as such
public authorities did not commit to making strong changes in local regulation and supervision. On October 28, 2009, the authorities of the three
countries (SFC,3 8 CONASEV, 39 and SVS 4 0) signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) to support the development of the private integration project and to establish better mechanisms for collaboration with
the challenge of promoting transnational securities trading. 4 1 Subsequently, on January 15, 2010, supervisors signed another MOU aimed at
agreeing on issues related to the exchange of information, consultation,
36. Based on presentation given by Jorge Hernan Jaramillo. See Jorge Herndn
Jaramillo, President of DECEVAL, Colombia, Presentation in Santiago: Integraci6n Regional de Mercados: MILA Desafios y Oportunidades (Nov. 2012), available at http://www.svs.cl/sitio/publicaciones/doc/IOSCO-nov_2012/panel 5/present
jorge-jaramillo.pdf.
37. MILA, supra note 1.
38. Nuestra Superintendencia,SUPERINTENDENCIA FINANCIERA DE COLO(MBIA (SFC),
http://www.superfinanciera.gov.co/ (last visited Nov. 7, 2013).
39. In 2011, Law No 29782 transformed the original Regulatory and Supervisory authority, CONASEV, into Superintendencia del Historical Review, SUPERINTENDENCIA

DEf

MERCADO

DE

VAL ORES,

http://www.smv.gob.pe/Frm Ver

Articulo.aspx?data=257CEFEIED8F1B90252A278B3F8E997C6915EEECDD8D
73267DEC1F01C0101D3FB3C4 (last visited Nov. 7, 2013).
40. SUPERINTENDENCIA DE VALORES Y SEIGUROS, http://www.svs.cl/sitio/index.php
(last visited Nov. 7, 2013).
41. The purpose of the MOU between SFC, CONASEV, and SVS is to agree on a
common commitment and mutual cooperation within the framework of each authority's functions and powers, to make the best efforts, and to support the process
of integration of the securities markets, subject to feasibility studies conducted by
the private entities involved. Memorando de Entendimiento Entre la Comisi6n
Nacional Supervisora de Empresas y Valores del Peril, la Superintendencia de
Valores y Seguros de Chile y la Superintendencia Financiera de Colombia, PeruChile-Colum., Oct. 28, 2009, available at http://www.superfinanciera.gov.co/NuestraSuperintendencia/memoperuchile2009.pdf.
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and cooperation, as well as supervisory coordination. 42
MILA Phase 2 (IA-P2) will create an integration in which foreign intermediaries will have direct access to member countries' local markets
under harmonized trading rules within a single model of cross-border
clearing and settlement systems. 4 3 IA-P2 will also grant full recognition
to foreign private issuers as local issuers, allow primary market for foreign shares, allow trade of fixed income securities, and allow the negotiation of foreign derivatives. 4 4 It will also include other operations such as
repossessions and temporary transfer of securities. 4 5 Although stock exchange members planned that IA-P2 would be in place by 2012,46 reality
has proven that it will need more than time to be achieved.
MILA's debut created great expectations among the general public.
But the stock exchanges involved soon realized that having an efficient,
transparent, and reliable clearing and settlement system would require
more than simply overcoming the technical challenges of connecting trading platforms. 4 7 By the end of 2011, transactions through MILA were
relatively small in number and size. 4 8 From the start of business on May
30, 2011, the total Chilean stock transactions made by Peruvian and Colombian brokers totaled US $73,912,897, and business conducted by Chilean brokers in Peruvian and Colombian shares amounted to US

$19,800,273.49

$2.000.00

$

$ 176 795

f
Graphic 4: Amount negotiated in MILA June 2011-September 201250
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Matto, supra note 19.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
See BOLSA COMERCIO SANTIAGO, LA BOLSA DE COMERCIO DE SANTIAGO EN FL
Aito 2012, available at http://www.bolsadesantiago.com/Sintesis%20y%20Estadisticas/Estad% C3 %ADsticas%20Anuales%202012.pdf.
49. Id.
50. Jaramillo, supra, note 36 at 13.
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Although the value and number of transactions have been growing
from one year to another, as shown in Graphics 4 and 5, there is more
work to be done in order to make MILA a meaningfully integrated financial market in terms of operations and capital flows.
700

401)

10

Graphic 5: Number of Operations trades in MILA-June 2011/October 201251

II. ACHIEVING LEGAL CERTAINTY IN MILA: FROM IA-P1
TO IA-P2
MILA's full integration involves a wide range of challenges: technical,
legal, cultural, and institutional. Flows of capital between countries, 52 imbalances of payments between countries, and the absence of a common,
stable currency raise macro- and micro-economic concerns that may delay complete financial integration. 3
As shown in Graphic 6, MILA's IA-P1 is a basic integration scheme
compared to others already in place. 4 The different models of financial
integration reflect the size, degree of development, and openness of the
stock markets involved. Moving into MILA's IA-P2 will require stakeholders to solve certain core issues. For instance, from the perspective of
a stock exchange, technical and legal aspects related to trading platforms,
custody, clearing, and settlement systems must be dealt with in order to
enable implementation of IA-P1 and IA-P2.55 Investors will demand the
protection of shareholders' rights, full and unquestioned cross-border exercise of their political, economic, and property rights, clear custody
agreements, transparent and efficient cross-border insolvency arrangements, and fair and equal tax treatment. Any actual and future investor
will also require the availability of clear, reliable, standardized, and sufficient information. As for issuers, having direct access to foreign liquidity
51. Id. at 14.
52. IMAD A. MOOSA, FOREIGN
TICE 18-19 (2002).

DIRECT INVESTMENT,

TIIEORY,

EVIDENCE AND PRAC-

53. See THE WHARTON SCH. OF THE UNIV. OF PENN., Supra note 21 (note comments of

Robert Tornabell on MILA).
54. See PIET SERCU, INTERNATIONAL
55. See Clavijo, supra note 12.

FINANCE:

TiEiORY

INTO PRACTICE

ch. 17 (2009).
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is a unique opportunity that has to overcome biases and protectionism

that local culture may have been reluctant to change listing and public
offering requirements for foreign issuers.
Financial integration also means institutional change. Regulators and
supervisors in small and fragmented markets usually have a local view;
therefore, public and private servants are not prepared to understand the
unusually complex dynamic of integrated markets. Self-regulatory insti-

tutions, which usually regulate and supervise the conduct of financial
market participants, will need to adapt to the new integrated
environment.

56
Graphic 6: Trading Internationally: Different Models

A.

THE STARTING AND DECISIVE POINT: LEGAL CERTAINTY IN
MILA CLEARING AND SETTLEMENT SYSTEMS

One of the main legal issues that could restrain the establishment of a
financial integration initiative is the lack of legal clarity and certainty in
core areas related to the trading in, and post-trading of, financial instruments.5 7 Legal certainty of securities holdings in cross-border operations
56. Sercu, supra note 54.
57. The European Union has undertaken a tremendous effort on improving the legal
framework for holding and disposing securities and the exercise of rights attached
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is a main concern when considering financial markets integration. In Europe, to answer the question of how to achieve integrated financial markets, the Lamfalussy report (2001)58 established the main areas that
needed to be reinforced to gain a common financial market.
Although financial market infrastructure was not included in the Financial Services Action Plan agreed to in Europe for the period 2000-2005, it
became one of the priorities for the post-2005 period. The European
Commission asked the Giovannini Group, a consultative group of experts,5 9 to address the issues related to the clearing and settlement system. This most basic pillar of the infrastructure supports financial
markets by ensuring that securities exchanged within the European economy are properly delivered from the seller to the buyer.
In 2001, the Giovannini Group 60 identified the sources of inefficiency
that existed in the arrangements at the time. The Group listed fifteen
barriers to efficient cross-border clearing and settlement. The barriers
to securities in the context of the European Internal Market. The Internal Market
Directorate General of the European Commission has issued different public consultation papers seeking feedback from Member States, market participants and
other stakeholders, including investors. At the same time, it mandated a group of
legal experts, the Legal Certainty Group, to advise the Commission Services on
whether legislation in the field of securities holding and dispositions should be
improved. The work of such Group is always a reference point for any other financial integration initiative in the world like MILA. See European Commission,
Mandate (Jan. 2005), http://ec.europa.eu/internalmarket/financial-markets/docs/
certainty/mandate en.pdf.
58. See Final Report of the Committee of Wise Men on the Regulation of European
Securities Markets (Feb. 15, 2001), available at http://ec.europa.eu/internal
market/securities/docs/lamfalussy/wisemen/final-report-wise-men-en.pdf.
As for
clearing and settlement systems, the report advised on relying on the work being
carrying on at the time by the Giovannini Group. It is a group of market participants that advises the Commission on economic and financial matters. It has recently begun to work on clearing and settlement issues.
59. The Group delivered two main reports. See Giovannini Group, Cross-Border
Clearing and Settlement Arrangements in the European Union (Nov. 2001), available at http://www.ebf-fbe.eu/uploads/First%20Giovannini%/20Report%/20on%/ 20
Clearing %20& %20Settlement %20in %20the %20EU %20(2001).pdf; The Giovannini Group, Second Report on EU Clearing and Settlement Arrangements (Apr.
2003), available at http://ec.europa.eu/internal-market/financial-markets/docs/
clearing/second-giovannini-report-en.pdf.
60. The main conclusion of the two reports (2001-03) indicated that the process to
create an adequate clearing and settlement infrastructure in European financial
markets is made up of two ingredients: (a) a concerted system of initiatives designed to replace the fifteen barriers with standards, regulations, and laws adequate to an efficient and barrier-free market, and (b) adequate regulatory/
supervisory structures that ensure that the benefits of a barrier-free market will be
made available to all market participants through low-cost and safe post-trading
services. See Giovannini Group, Cross-Border Clearing and Settlement Arrangements in the European Union (Nov. 2001), available at http://www.ebf-fbe.eu/
uploads/First%20Giovannini%20Report%20on%20Clearing % 20&%2OSettlement%20in%20the%20EU%20(2001).pdf; The Giovannini Group, Second Report on EU Clearing and Settlement Arrangements (Apr. 2003), availableat http://
ec.europa.eu/internalmarket/financial-markets/docs/clearing/secondgiovannini
report en.pdf. For more information on the work of Giovannini Group, see European Commission, Commission Communication and Other Documents, http://ec.
europa.eu/internal market/financial-markets/clearing/communication/index en.
htm (last visited Nov. 7, 2013).
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were categorized under three headings of national differences in: (i) technical requirements/market practice; 61 (ii) national differences in tax procedures; 62 and (iii) issues relating to legal certainty. 63
Giovannini's first report explained that legal barriers that relate to
cross-border clearing and settlement may be divided into three types.
First, there are legal rules that inhibit competition, for example rules
that impose on market users an obligation to clear and settle through
a particular system or restrictions on membership of systems. Second, there are differences in tax laws . .

.

. The third type of barriers

reflects the existence of different legal rules defining the effect of the
operation of a system, including different legal structures concerning
securities themselves. This type of barrier is of a different order to
the others. Barriers of market regulation and of tax can generally be
changed or abolished without affecting basic legal concepts. However, laws about what securities are and how they may be owned
form a basic and intimate part of the legal systems of Member States,
and to change them will have many ramifications. Barriers related to
legal certainty trouble securities settlement systems, clearing systems, and market intermediaries equally.6 4
The report underlined that equities are creations of national legislative
regimes. "Every EU [corporation] can only issue shares under and in
accordance with the law of its country of incorporation. No matter where
and how these shares are traded, or rights in them traded, one can never
completely escape from the national regime that created them."65
Barriers 13, 14,66 and 1567 of the report are related to legal certainty of
61. The CESAME Group is addressing these ten barriers identified by the Giovannini
Group. See European Commission, CESAME Group, http://ec.europa.eu/internalmarket/financial-markets/clearing/cesame/index-en.htm (last visited Nov. 7,
2013).
62. The FISCO Group is addressing these two barriers identified by the Giovannini
Group. See European Commission, FISCO - Fiscal Compliance Group, http://ec.
europa.eu/internal market/financial-markets/clearing/compliance/index en.htm
(last visited Nov. 7, 2013).
63. The Legal Certainty Group is addressing these last three barriers. See European
Commission, Legal Certainty Group, http://ec.europa.eu/internalmarket/financialmarkets/clearing/certainty/index-en.htm (last visited Nov. 7, 2013).
64. Giovannini Group, Cross-Border Clearing and Settlement Arrangements in the
European Union 54 (Nov. 2001), available at http://www.ebf-fbe.eu/uploads/First
%20Giovannini%20Report%20on%20Clearing%20&%20Settlement%20in%20
the%20EU%20(2001).pdf.
65. Id.
66. Id. at 57 ("Barrier 14: National differences in the legal treatment of bilateral netting for financial transactions[.] The principle that mutual obligations arising in
financial market transactions may be netted has been accepted throughout the
EU.").
67. Id. ("Barrier 15: Uneven application of national conflict of law rules .. . some EU
legal systems treat as different the ownership of a security outright and an entitlement (against a settlement system or intermediary) to own such a security. Others
elevate such an entitlement to being equal to ownership of the underlying security.
Where legal systems of both types are in play, there can an irreconcilable conflict.
It seems to be unanimously accepted that only legislation can resolve this
problem.").
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securities holdings in cross-border operations. Barrier 13 identifies the
issue of whether the securities in question actually belong to those in
whose names they were held. The treatment of "book-entry securities"
had been highlighted by the Giovannini Reports as the single most important legal obstacle to a legally sound cross-border framework for posttrading arrangementS68 because at the time there was an absence of an
EU-wide framework for the treatment of interests in securities (including
procedures for the creation, perfection and enforcement of security).
Such legal uncertainty in Europe is the product of having different
branches of law relating to trading securities within an integrated financial market. Indeed, there are diverse legal structures and market practices for clearing and settlement systems developed within the EU, in the
U.K. and in the United States, as shown in Graphic 7. Therefore, the goal
of having legal certainty in this area may not appear to be easily attainable at EU level. There is no reason for stating that one of the main legal
systems-continental or common law-should prevail over the other.
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68. Second Advice of the Legal Certainty Group: Solutions to Legal Barriers Related
to Post-Trading within the EU (Aug. 2008), available at http://ec.europa.eu/internal market/financial-markets/docs/certainty/2ndadvice final en.pdf (note the First
Advice was published in 2006) (the LCG Advice addresses Barrier 13 in its Recommendations 1-11).
69. BNP Paribas Sec. Servs., EU Legal Certainty Project:Prioritiesfor the Legal Expert
Group, available at http://ec.europa.eu/internal market/financial-markets/docs/certainty/bnp-paribas-submission en.pdf (last visited Nov. 7, 2013).
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The reality of the global financial crisis that all of us witnessed and
endured during the last several years has promoted further agreements or
refueled prior efforts made by the international community. As a result,
more countries are ratifying the Hague Convention on the Law Applicable to Certain Rights in Respect of Securities Held with an Intermediary
(2006)70 as well as the UNIDROIT Convention on substantive rules applicable to intermediates securities (2009).71 But this standardization effort does not answer all legal questions that may appear in cross-border

operations. 7 2
The legal aspects related to clearing and settlement systems under
MILA are not as complex as they are in Europe. It is important to acknowledge that MILA members are civil law/continental-based systems.
In this sense, according to corporate law of member countries,73 shares
are in general physical and nominative securities. This means that acquiring a share or granting a security interest in a share is legally binding
against the issuer and third parties only if it is recorded on a register
maintained by the issuer. At the same time, some regulations on transferring property rights in shares require written contracts and the intervention of a notario (keeper of public trust) when the actual owner wants
to sell them. 7 4
But the general rules of corporate law, in particular those related to the
transfer of property rights or granting security interest on shares, are usually modified by financial markets regulation. Financial markets laws in
MILA members create special rules to make possible trading, clearing,
settlement, and custody of shares. Two of the main requirements are
their dematerialization and their registration of transactions and security
interest in "book-entries" made by the DCS custodian; in other words,
legal certainty of a share buyer of "account-held securities" will depend
on the clearing and settlement system.
Under current practice, securities are no longer transferred in paper
form, but through securities accounts kept by "account providers" that
70. See Hague Conference on Private International Law, Convention on the law Applicable to Certain Rights in Respect of Securities Held with an Intermediary,
available at http://www.hcch.net/upload/conventions/txt36en.pdf (the purpose being to determine certainty on the law that applies to the constitution and perfection on the collateral in cross-border transactions.).
71. See Int'l Inst. for the Unification of Private Law, Convention on Substantive Rules
for Intermediated Securities (2009), available at http://www.unidroit.org/english/
conventions/2009intermediatedsecurities/main.htm (regulating aspects of substantive rules of the intermediates securities).
72. For an interesting study on the legal effects of property rights affected by errors on
clearing and settlement systems, see GUILLERMO CABALLERO GARMAIN, LA ADQUISICION A NON DOMINO DE VALORES ANOTADOS EN CUENTA (2010).
73. See Decreto No. 26887, de 1997 (Peru); Law No. 18.046, 18.045, NCG 217, 240
(Chile); L. 222/95, 964/2005, Decree 2555/2010 (Colom.).
74. See Law No. 18.046 art. 12, 18.876 (Chile); Decree 702 art. 38, 734 (Chile) (such
formalities can be modified by Law to make possible transactions in securities
markets).
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act on behalf of "account holders."7 5 Even small financial markets, like
those composing MILA, are dematerialized: such "account-held securities" are not transferred from "hand to hand," but by "book-entries." 7 6
Such transfers requires the use of a "securities account" that is provided
by a third party. In MILA's case, this service is offered by the local Central Securities Depository acting as an "account provider." This system
makes the holding of securities much less complex because in other jurisdictions, like in Europe, there might be a multitude of "account providers," one holding for the other (a "holding chain"); but not in MILA's
case.
When there is an "account provider" in a country different from that of
the "account holder," it places an important legal requirement for the
financial integration process to work; to render the acquisition of securities or of a security interest in securities legally binding, the
certainty that an account holder acquires such position must be accompanied by the knowledge of what he has exactly acquired. This
is because account holders need to be sure to what extent the acquired position can be used: to participate in a corporation, to receive dividends or similar payments, to sell the securities or realise
their value in case a security provider does not fulfil his obligations,
etc. 77
At the same time, legislation in Chile allows intermediaries to hold securities through so called "omnibus accounts." By contrast, regulation of
securities holding in the other two countries requires intermediaries to
use "nominee accounts."7 8 This was and still is a source of misunderstandings and legal concerns among Peruvian and Colombian
participants.79
To solve the differences and make integration possible, as shown in
Graphic 8, CSDs involved (DCV-Chile, CAVALI-Peru and DECEVAL75. See Consultation by the Commission, Summary of Responses Received in Respect
of the Consultation Document Legislation on Legal Certainty of Securities Hold-

ing and Transactions, Apr.-June 2009, available at http://ec.europa.eu/internal
market/financial-markets/docs/securities-law/first consultation summary-en.pdf.
76. Different expressions are used to describe such phenomena: "dematerialization,"
"immobilization," "registered form," or "electronic book-entries." Id. at 8.
77. Directorate General Internal Market and Services, Legislation on Legal Certainty
of Securities Holding and Dispositions: Consultation Document, Apr. 16, 2009
(EC), available at http://ec.europa.eu/internal-market/consultations/docs/2009/securities-law/hsl consultation-en.pdf.
78. James J. Dolan, The Omnibus Account Problem: You Can't Monitor what You
Can'tSee, available at http://www.accessdc.com/pdfs/OmnibusAccountProblem.pdf

(last visited Oct. 16, 2013). See also Omnibus Accounts Draft (Aug. 31, 2005)
available at http://ec.europa.eu/internal market/financial-markets/docs/certainty/
background/31_8_5 turing-en.pdf.
79. See Marfa del Pilar JAcome, Negociaciones Transfronterizas: i Una Realidad?, in
CINco AROS DE LA LEY 964 DE 2005: /,SE EsTIAN CUMPLIENDO SUs OBJECTIVOS?

71-136 (Constanza Blanco Baron & Mauricio Baquero Herrera eds., 2011). See
also Maria del Pilar Jicome, Los Sistemas de Compensacidn y Liquidacion en las

Operaciones Transfronterizas:Implicaciones de la Anotacidn en Cuenta, in DFR
ELCiO & Tic 10.0 367-87 (2011).
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Colombia) negotiated a custody agreement by which they define a model
of securities custody applicable in the three MILA countries.
According to the agreement, securities will remain in the custody of
CSD in the country where the issuer and securities are listed. To that
end, DCV-Chile will open bilateral reciprocal accounts with DECEVALColombia and CAVALI-Peru. DCV will take custody of Chilean investments in omnibus accounts opened for this purpose in CAVALI and
DECEVAL. DCV will also open omnibus accounts to maintain custody
of CAVALI and DECEVAL holdings of Chilean securities for their local
third parties. Each custodian shall record information from each one of
its investors. DCV is required to record information related to Chileans
investing in Peru and Colombia and to create a Mirror Account. Peru
and Colombia are not required to do so as long as they use "nominee
accounts." The management of corporate events will take place according to the rules of the securities' country of origin. Mirror accounts will
make possible the registration of security interests requested by the securities owner or any foreign authority.
Chile

Peru*- Colombia

Graphic 8: CSD Custody agreement: how to deal with omnibus and nominees accounts
within MILA.so

III.

FINAL COMMENTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

In June 2011, there was an episode related to an important issuer in
Chile, Corporation La Polar S.A. In the middle of a public uproar due to
some lending malpractices made by that institution,8 1 a group of minority
shareholders were not allowed to participate in a crucial extraordinary
meeting of the shareholders in which members of the Board of Directors
80. Jaramillo, supra 36 (graph created from information provided).
81. For more information on the La Polar case and its implications for financial services consumers, see Informaci6n Afectados Caso La Polar, SERVICIO NACIONAL
DEL CONSUMIDOR, http://www.sernac.cl/informacion-afectados-caso-la-polar/ (last
visited Nov. 8, 2013).
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would explain what was going on in the Company. The intermediary account holder did not deliver an order to the issuer (La Polar) to register
the new shareholders in the shareholder's register. By the time the meeting took place, such "shareholders" were not registered at all. Therefore,
as the issuer did not recognize them as shareholders, they were not allowed to exercise any right related to such condition. If that confusion
was possible at a local level, one can imagine what could have happened
with foreign "shareholders." 8 2
In this "Brave New World" introduced by clearing and settlement systems, it is not enough that the "account provider" credit the account of
the "account holder" for a buyer to acquire a property right or a security
interest on a share whether they are held in "book-entries" kept in "omnibus" or "nominees" accounts. It will depend on the regulation related
to the DCS functions as well as on the contracts made between issuers
and custodians. Both are not usually known by the final investor,
whether it be a local or a foreigner.
This article has introduced the steps towards the establishment of the
MILA financial integration scheme. MILA has become the means for
doing cross-border financial business and it will be worthwhile to follow
its progress in the years to come. This private integration is in its early
stages, and its ultimate success depends on solving the legal issues related
to the rights of final investors.
The stock exchanges and Central Securities Depositories involved in
the integration have placed technology and resources needed to accomplish the first goal of connecting trading platforms and clearing and settlement systems. No major regulatory changes were needed to do so. But it
is clear that for achieving full financial markets integration legal certainty
for all participants-particularly for issuers and investors is a core
requirement.
As local markets awaken to the reality of dealing with other legal cultures and business practices, no one can forget that financial markets rely
heavily on the confidence of investors. To bring MILA to the next level,
institutions involved (private and public) should focus on granting legal
certainty at all levels and to explain to every participant the legal consequences of "book-entry" and "account-held securities."

82. For more information on the issue, see Las Restricciones que Rodearon a la Crucial
Junta de La Polar, INGENIERIA INDUS., UNIV. DE CHILE, http://www.ceret.cl/
noticias/las-restricciones-que-rodearon-a-la-crucial-junta-de-la-polar/ (last visited
Nov. 8, 2013).

